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This paper presents a literature review on fatigue in adhesively bonded joints and covers articles published in the Web of Science from 1975 until 2011. About 222 cited articles are presented and reviewed. The paper is divided into several related topics such as fatigue strength and lifetime analysis, fatigue crack initiation, fatigue crack propagation, fatigue durability, variable fatigue amplitude, impact fatigue, thermal fatigue, torsional fatigue, fatigue in hybrid adhesive joints, and nano-adhesives. The paper is concluded by highlighting the topics that drive future research.

1. Introduction

Adhesive bonding has gained lots of popularity during the last few decades due to the many advantages that it offers when compared to classical mechanical fastening techniques. A major advantage of using adhesives is its higher fatigue resistance and longer fatigue life than conventional joining techniques. Other advantages include its light weight, ability to joint thin and dissimilar components, good sealing, low manufacturing cost, and its good vibration and damping properties. Adhesively bonded joints are widely used in many industries, especially automotive and aerospace due to the requirement of lightweight materials. There is, therefore, no wonder that adhesive bonding is the primary joining technique for carbon fibre reinforced polymer (CFRP) used in the aerospace industry. Many other industries make use of adhesives, for example, civil engineering, transportation, biomechanical, marine, electronics, and so forth. Hybrid joints that consist of the combination of mechanical joining and adhesive bonding have attracted the attention of various automotive and transportation industries during the last few decades due to their enhanced performance when compared to only mechanical joining techniques.

Fatigue is undoubtedly a very important type of loading for many structural components that contain adhesive bonding systems. In a fatigue loading regime, a structure may fail at a small percentage of static strength. Therefore, fatigue analysis and fatigue strength prediction are highly required especially for the case of fail-safe or damage tolerance design. Accurate prediction of fatigue life is a challenge due to the complicated nature of fatigue crack initiation and propagation, geometry of bonded joints, and complex material behaviour under loading and unloading regimes.

This paper covers a literature review on fatigue in adhesively bonded joints during the last few decades and more precisely from 1975 until 2011 (or early 2012). All cited articles, 222 references, are published in the Web of Science (WoS). It is a difficult task indeed to classify these articles because of the overlap between the different topics and because there exist many ways to classify them. The classification chosen in this paper is mainly based on the type of analysis and fatigue loading regime. The topics that can be regarded as classified under type of analysis are (a) fatigue strength and lifetime prediction, (b) fatigue crack initiation, (c) fatigue crack propagation and (d) fatigue durability, while the topic that can be regarded as classified under fatigue loading regime are (a) variable fatigue amplitude, (b) impact fatigue, (c) thermal fatigue, and (d) torsional fatigue. Two additional topics that cannot be classified under those two broad headings are fatigue in hybrid adhesive joints and nano-adhesives.
2. Fatigue Strength and Lifetime Analysis

A large number of the WoS articles concentrated on fatigue strength and lifetime prediction of joints. This indicates that there is a need to enhance fatigue strength and prolong fatigue lifetime of adhesively bonded joints. In general, there are two approaches for fatigue lifetime prediction, which have been extensively used in the literature, namely, stress-life approach and fatigue crack initiation/propagation approach. Unless some overlaps take place, this section is mainly dealing with the first approach, while Sections 3 and 4 are presenting the second approach. In the stress-life approach, a series of tests under various loads are performed in order to obtain the plot of stress versus the number of cycles to failure, which is known as S-N curve or Wohler’s curve. Theoretically speaking, at a fatigue threshold the structure has an infinite life. However, this is not the case for adhesively bonded joints and the threshold is usually specified at a certain number of cycles, for example, one million cycles. This section is divided into four main parts providing a literature overview on the effect of different aspects on the fatigue strength and lifetime analysis, namely, the effect of geometric parameters, the effect of material parameters, the effect of loading conditions, and the effect of surface treatment and curing conditions.

2.1. Effect of Geometric Parameters. The shape and configuration of an adhesively bonded joint play an important role in its fatigue strength and lifetime. Many researchers have investigated different types of joints and compared their fatigue performances. Some researchers proposed new or modified joints that can provide higher fatigue threshold and longer fatigue life. Jen [1] performed an experimental study in order to determine the fatigue lifetime of adhesively bonded scarf joints (Figure 1) with various scarf angles. His experimental results indicated that the fatigue strength significantly increases when increasing the scarf angle. He also found that the mode of failure changed from adhesive failure for small scarf angles to cohesive failure for large scarf angle.

Altan et al. [2] experimentally studied the effects of butterfly fitting clearances on the fatigue performance. From the experimental results, it was found that adhesively bonded butterfly joints (Figure 2) had a longer fatigue lifetime than those of the bonded butt joints under the same conditions. Fessel et al. [3] proposed a reverse-bent joint geometry (Figure 3) in order to improve fatigue performance of adhesively bonded joints. From their results, high improvement in fatigue performance was obtained.

Underhill et al. [4] investigated the factors affecting the wedge test performance of aluminium (Al) adhesively bonded joints (Figure 4). They found that the specimens having the shortest crack length in the wedge test had the longest fatigue lives with the least amount of scatter.

Zhang et al. [5] experimentally investigated double lap joint (DLJ) and stepped lap joints CFRP adhesively bonded joints (Figures 5(a) and 5(b)) subjected to cyclic tensile loading. They found a critical stiffness for DLJs and a critical
Figure 5: (a) Double lap joint and (b) stepped lap joints.

Figure 6: Wavy lap joint, adopted from [9].

Figure 7: Single lap joints.

Figure 8: DCB joints.

elongation for stepped lap joints, at which failure occurred regardless of load level.

Tenchev and Falzon [6] carried out experimental fatigue tests on composite adhesively bonded stepped joints. They showed that this type of adhesive joint, widely used in repairs, significantly reduced the static strength as well as the fatigue life of the composite. Marcadon et al. [7] tested a vinylester adhesive T-joint for a structural part of a ship under fatigue loading conditions. From the results, it was concluded that the fatigue lifetime of such adhesive T-joints was separated into two phases: (a) the initiation phase, which is about the third of the fatigue lifetime, and (b) the propagation phase for the remaining lifetime up to failure. Zhou and Keller [8] presented studies on the fatigue behaviour of full scale adhesively bonded FRP bridge deck and steel girder connections. Zeng and Sun [9] introduced a wavy lap joint (Figure 6) and claimed that it was much stronger than the conventional flat joint. They performed fatigue tests and compared the results of the wavy lap joint with those of the conventional SLJ. They concluded that the wavy lap joint had a much longer fatigue life than the conventional SLJ.

Imanaka et al. [10] proposed to use the stress singularity parameters to evaluate the endurance limits of adhesively bonded single lap joint (SLJ) (Figure 7), cracked SLJs, and single-step DLJs. The stress singularity fields are given by

$$\sigma_{ij} = \frac{K_{ij}}{r^{\lambda}}$$

where $\sigma_{ij}$ is the stress component and $r$ the distance from the singular point. The stress intensity factor, $K_{ij}$, and the order of stress singularity, $\lambda$, could be used to estimate the strength of adhesive joints and crack initiation lifetime.

The effect of overlap length and bonding area on the fatigue strength has been studied by many authors. Depending on the type of joint, the type of substrate, and adhesive thickness, different results may be obtained. da Costa Mattos et al. [11] performed experimental static and fatigue tests of carbon/epoxy laminates bonded with epoxy adhesively bonded SLJ for different bonding areas. They found that a shape factor could be used to correlate fatigue lifetimes of two joints with different adhesive areas.

Jen and Ko [12] studied the effect of adhesive dimensions on the fatigue strength of adhesively bonded Al SLJs. From their experimental results, it was found that the fatigue resistance decreased as the overlap length increased except for the specimens with an adhesive thickness of 0.5 mm. From finite element analysis (FEA), they concluded that the interfacial peeling stress was the main driving force of the fatigue failure of the SLJs. Bernasconi et al. [13] conducted fatigue experimental tests on adhesive lap joints of thick composite laminates. They tested specimens of different overlap length, with and without tapers using different substrate materials, that is, composite to composite and composite to steel. Melander et al. [14] tested a number of fatigue specimens containing artificial bond defects with different configurations. They found that the stiffness and the fatigue strength have been substantially affected by bond defects. Mazumdar and Mallick [15] studied the static and fatigue behaviour of adhesively bonded SLJs in sheet moulding compound (SMC) composites. They investigated the effects of overlap length, adhesive thickness, substrate materials, and water exposure on the joint performance. From the results, they found that overlap length and adhesive thickness have negligible effect on the ratio of fatigue strength to static strength and the fatigue strength was approximately 50% to 54% of the static strength.

Bond-line thickness has a significant effect on static and fatigue behaviour of adhesively bonded joints. It should be optimised in order to maximize the fatigue strength of a joint. Azari et al. [16, 17] studied the effect of bond-line thickness in the range of 0.13 mm to 0.79 mm on the fatigue
and quasistatic fracture behaviour of Al adhesively bonded joints. They used a toughened epoxy adhesive and double cantilever beam DCB (Figure 8) and asymmetric double cantilever beam ADCB (Figure 9) specimens under mode I and mixed mode loading, respectively. They found that the fatigue threshold strain energy release rate decreased for very thin bond lines under mode I loading and hardly changed under mixed mode loading. It was further concluded that the effect of bond-line thickness was more pronounced at higher crack growth rates. Blanchard et al. [18] studied the effect of the orientation of the composite layer at the adhesive/substrate interface on the fatigue behaviour of adhesively bonded composite joints. They applied a damage model to the prediction of fatigue lifetime as the sum of initiation and propagation phases. Ferreira et al. [20] presented a fatigue study of composite adhesive lap joints. They used different stacking sequences for the composite substrates, namely, bidirectional woven E-glass fibres and polypropylene composites and hybrid stacked composites. Opposite to what was expected, they found that the fatigue strength in hybrid stacked joints was lower than that in the original thermoplastic composite joints.

Further studies on the effect of geometric parameters on the fatigue of adhesively bonded joints include a review of FEA [21, 22] and guidelines on fatigue and creep testing [23].

2.2. Effect of Material Parameters. Modern adhesives exhibit a large amount of plasticity, which affects the fatigue behaviour of adhesive joints. Kumar and Pandey [24] performed computational simulations on adhesively bonded SLJs considering both geometrical and material nonlinearities to predict the fatigue life. They applied the modified Coffin-Manson equation, which is given by

$$\frac{\Delta \varepsilon_p}{2} = \varepsilon'_f (2N_f)^c,$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $\Delta \varepsilon_p/2 =$ plastic strain amplitude, $\varepsilon'_f =$ fatigue ductility coefficient defined by the strain intercept at one load reversal, $2N_f =$ total number of reversals to failure, and $c =$ fatigue ductility exponent, which is a material property.

They used elastoplastic material models for both adhesive and substrates. Markolefas and Papathanassiou [25] developed a shear-lag model to evaluate stress redistributions in DLJs under fatigue loading. They assumed that substrate has a linear elastic behaviour, while the adhesive has an elastic-perfectly plastic shear stress-strain relationship. Kumar and Pandey [26] investigated the fatigue behaviour of Al adhesive SLJs by carrying out nonlinear finite element analysis taking into account both material and geometric nonlinearities and modelling adhesive as elastoplastic multilinear material with kinematic hardening, which accounts for cyclic plasticity. They have observed that the peel stress in the interlaminar adhesive layer edge zone grew significantly with fatigue loading to failure initiation.

In order to enhance the fatigue performance, reinforcing the adhesive material in a joint has been investigated. Datla et al. [27] studied the fatigue behaviour of Al adhesively bonded joints using ADCB and cracked lap shear (CLS) joints (Figure 10), which eliminate the yielding of the substrates. It has been shown that the reinforcing adhesive layer had an insignificant effect on the fatigue behaviour. Lap strap joint (LSJ) has the same configuration as CLS, except that no crack is present. Khalili et al. [28] presented experimental investigations on reinforcing the adhesive material in SLJs subjected to tensile, bending, impact, and fatigue loads. They found that the fatigue lifetime increased by 125% due to reinforcing adhesive layer with unidirectional and chopped glass fibres and microglass powder.

In order to improve their fatigue life, Täljsten et al. [29] have strengthened old steel plates with a centre notch bonded to CFRP laminates using adhesives. From their results, it was shown that there was a significant improvement in fatigue performance when CFRP laminated was used.

2.3. Effect of Loading Conditions. Type, level, and multi-axiality of loads have an important effect on the fatigue behaviour of adhesive joints. Nolting et al. [30] examined the fatigue life and failure mode of Al double strap joint (DSJ) (Figure 11). They found that substrate failures occurred at lower stresses, while debonding of the patches occurred at higher stresses. From FEA, they concluded that the stress/strain state at the edge of the patch was altered by changing the patch thickness, patch modulus, or by tapering the edges of the patch. They further found that a power-law relationship existed between fatigue life and either the peak principal strain in the adhesive for adhesive failures.
or the nominal axial stress in the substrate for substrate failures.

Ishii et al. [31, 32] carried out a series of fatigue tests on butt, scarf, and thick substrate SLJs in order to investigate the fatigue failure criterion of CFRP/metal adhesively bonded joints under multiaxial stress conditions. They found that the fatigue limits were governed by the maximum principal stress except when negative hydrostatic pressure acts on the adhesive layer. Crocombe [33] predicted the response of adhesively bonded structures to different service loadings, namely, quasi-static, fatigue, creep, and environmental loading. Imanaka and Iwata [34, 35] proposed a method for the estimation of endurance limits for adhesively bonded SLJs and single-step DLJs using the stress multiaxiality in the adhesive layer. They studied the fatigue failure criteria for adhesively bonded joints under combined stress conditions [36]. They tested two types of adhesively bonded joints, namely, scarf joint and butterfly-type butt joint. Imanaka et al. [37, 38] carried out a series of fatigue tests by using adhesively bonded butt joints with unbounded layer at adhesive/substrate interface under the push-pull fatigue load condition of stress ratio $-1.0$ in order to determine the fatigue strength. Mertiny and Ursinus [39] presented a study on cyclic damage behaviour of adhesively bonded GFRP tubes. From experiments on small-scale and large-scale specimens, it was concluded that damage modes and their severity depended on the applied biaxial pipe stress ratio and the type of loading. Knox et al. [40] carried out an experimental study to investigate the fatigue performance of adhesively bonded composite pipe joints subjected to external mechanical loading. From the results, they found that pure axial fatigue loading was more detrimental to fatigue life than cyclic loading due to internal pressure. Keller and Schollmayer [41] experimentally and numerically investigated the through-thickness performance of pultruded FRP bridge decks and steel girders adhesive joints due to uplift forces caused by load bearing of the bridge deck. They found that no stiffness degradation occurred for fatigue loading up to 10 million cycles.

The effect of bending fatigue loading has been investigated by a few authors. Clark and Romilly [42] presented an experimental and FEA study of a bonded composite repair applied to a metallic aircraft structure. They performed fatigue testing of 2024-T3 Al plates repaired with boron/epoxy composite patches. From the experimental and FEA results, they illustrated the important influence of bending and composite failure modes on the fatigue lifetime and the strength of the repair. Gao and Yue [43] performed a special bending fatigue experiment to investigate the fatigue behaviour of polyethylene methacrylate in adhesive assembly. From experimental data and FEA, they derived a local stress law for predicting bending fatigue lifetime. Using curve fitting of the experimental data, the maximum tensile stress, $\sigma_{\text{max}}$, is expressed in terms of the number of cycles $N$ as [43]

$$\sigma_{\text{max}} = \left( \frac{1.494 \cdot 44}{N} \right)^{1/23.55}.$$  

Prestrain and loading speed has been investigated by Takiguchi and Yoshida [44], who conducted repeated tensile experiments of an Al SLJ bonded with highly ductile acrylic adhesive in order to investigate the fatigue strength. From experimental results, it was found that the prestrain did not affect the fatigue life and that the fatigue strength became higher with increasing loading speed, especially for low cycle fatigue.

The effect of loading frequency and load ratio on the fatigue performance of bonded joints has been studied by a few researchers. Gomatam and Sancaktar [45] studied the effects of stress state and cyclic parameters including frequency and waveform of mechanical and/or thermal loading on the fatigue failure behaviour of adhesively bonded joints. From the results, they found a significant effect of the stress state and cyclic waveform type on the fatigue strength of the joints. They also observed that lowering the cyclic load frequency reduced the fatigue life. They have further presented a fatigue damage life predictive model using experimental data and analytical and modelling techniques [46, 47]. A load number of cycles curves were generated under fatigue conditions using different load ratios. Gladkov and Bar-cohen [48] experimentally determined the dependence of the fatigue life of two packaging epoxy adhesives on temperature, peak cycling stress, and loading frequency using SLJs. Crocombe and Richardson [49] experimentally obtained normalised fatigue load-life data for four different structural configurations of an adhesive/substrate system. They assessed the effect of the mean load and the frequency of the fatigue cycle. They found that the effect of the frequency of the fatigue cycle was relatively negligible, while the mean load had a significant effect on the fatigue performance. From a study of life spent in initiation, they concluded that crack initiation life increased with decreasing levels of fatigue load and varied considerably between different configurations.

2.4. Effect of Surface Treatment and Curing Conditions. Curing conditions should be optimised in order to achieve the best mechanical performance of an adhesive joint. Only a few articles have dealt with the effect of curing conditions. Yang et al. [50] studied the effect of curing pressure, curing temperature, and curing time on the fatigue lifetime of CFRP and Al adhesively bonded joints. They were able to obtain the optimal curing scheme within the test range. Furthermore, they determined the fatigue lifetime under the optimal scheme. Shin and Lee [51] studied the effects of
thermal residual stresses on failure of co-cured SLJs and DLJs with steel and composite substrates under fatigue loading conditions using experimental and analytical techniques.

Surface preparation plays a very important role in the quality of the interface between adhesive and substrate and consequently has a great effect on the fatigue performance of a joint. da Silva et al. [52] studied the influence of the macroscopic state of the substrate surface on the fatigue strength of adhesive joints. They considered two different patterns on the surface of Al substrates, namely, cleaned with acetone or chemically etched. Comparing the different patterns with specimens without pattern, they concluded that the patterns increased the joint strength of nontreated substrates in the case of brittle adhesive. Sekercioglu and Kovan [53] developed a fatigue life prediction model using artificial neural network (ANN). They used their model to predict the fatigue life of adhesively bonded cylindrical joints for different surface roughness, bonding clearances, and substrate types. Azari et al. [54] investigated the effect of surface roughness on the fatigue and fracture behaviour of a toughened epoxy adhesive system. From mixed mode fatigue tests, a significant dependency on surface roughness was observed. They found that the threshold strain energy release rate increased with roughness, reached a plateau, and then decreased for very rough surfaces. Pereira et al. [55] studied the effect of surface pretreatment and substrates thickness on the fatigue behaviour of Al alloy SLJs. They used an abrasive preparation and sodium dichromate-sulphuric acid etch as surface preparation. They obtained maximum fatigue strength for the sodium dichromate-sulphuric acid etch surface treatment with a 1.0 mm substrate thickness. Kim and Lee [56] used a silane coupling agent, gamma-glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane to enhance the adhesion strength of composite/metal joints fabricated by cocure bonding process. They found that the silicon interphase formation improved both the adhesion strength and the fatigue life of cocure bonded lap joints by chemical bonding introduced at the interface. Bland et al. [57] investigated the morphology and chemistry of the failure of adhesively bonded phosphoric acid anodising treated Al alloy. They used XPS and transmission electron microscopy/parallel electron energy-loss spectroscopy (TEM/PEELS). They have conducted fatigue tests using tapered DCB joints in water. They observed a failure at the crack tip very close to the oxide/adhesive interface, but in the adhesive phase, by both XPS and energy-filtered TEM (EFTEM). Bermejo et al. [58] analysed the influence of two different surfaces on the fatigue behaviour of epoxy adhesive joints. They showed that chemical compatibility of adhesive and paint improved the adhesion of joints and the mechanical resistance against static and fatigue loads. Gomatam and Sancaktar [59] investigated the effects of various substrate surface treatments on the fatigue and failure behaviours of adhesively bonded joints. They tested SLJs with substrate surfaces modified by employing various chemical and mechanical modification techniques, under a spectrum of fatigue and environmental conditions. They found a significant effect of the substrate surface on the fatigue behaviour of the joint.

3. Fatigue Crack Initiation

In general, fatigue lifetime can be divided into two main phases, namely, crack initiation and crack propagation. Many authors have neglected the crack initiation phase and based their lifetime analysis only on the crack propagation phase. The main reason for doing this is that the crack initiation phase is more difficult to deal with due to the difficulties associated with modelling the nucleation of a crack and the ability to monitor and detect the initiation phase. Damage models can be either empirical based on plastic strain, or principal strain, or scientific based on continuum damage mechanics theory. Monitoring and detecting crack initiation has been performed in the literature using back-face strain and video microscopic. Although the research into crack initiation in adhesively bonded joints has been started since 1986, it has not yet been well developed and could be seen as in its early stage. This section is divided into two parts, namely, damage models and the monitoring of crack initiation. In some references, both crack initiation and propagation were studied, and therefore sometimes an overlap between them in Sections 3 and 4 is unavoidable.

3.1. Damage Models. Many authors have used empirical damage models based on relating the accumulation of damage to plastic strain through a power law function. Shenoy et al. [60] proposed a unified model to predict the fatigue behaviour of adhesively bonded joints, in which the evolution of fatigue damage in the adhesive material was defined as a power law function of the microplastic strain. Katnam et al. [61] presented a fatigue damage model that included the effect of fatigue mean stresses on the failure behaviour of adhesively bonded joints. They used an effective strain-based approach in order to develop their model, which was implemented on a tapered SLJ. Graner Solana et al. [62] used an elastoplastic damage model to predict the fatigue lifetime, which is given by

\[
\frac{\Delta D}{\Delta N} = b \times (\varepsilon_{\text{max}} - \varepsilon_{\text{th}}) \times \Delta N, \tag{4}
\]

where \(D\) is the damage variable (equal to 0 for virgin material and 1 for fully damaged material), \(\Delta D/\Delta N\) is the fatigue damage rate, \(b\) and \(z\) are material constants, and \(\varepsilon_{\text{max}}\) and \(\varepsilon_{\text{th}}\) are the adhesive maximum principal strain and threshold strain, respectively, calculated at integration points from FEA. The damage variable is updated after each time increment as follows:

\[
D_i = D_{i-1} + \left(\frac{\Delta D}{\Delta N}\right) \times \Delta N, \tag{5}
\]

where \(i\) refers to the time step and \(N\) is the number of cycles. Shenoy et al. [63] measured the strength degradation of adhesively bonded SLJs during fatigue cycling and related them to damage evolution. They found that residual strength decreased nonlinearly with respect to the number of fatigue cycles. They proposed a nonlinear strength wear-out model, which could be used to predict the residual strength of a joint. Kim et al. [64] tested stepped lap composite joints.
under static and fatigue loading conditions. From the results, they found that crack was initiated at the end of overlap and propagated through the delamination of composite substrate.

Scientific-based damage models are normally derived from continuum damage mechanics theory using the principles of thermodynamics [65]. The number of cycles to failure is expressed in terms of the stresses in the adhesive layer, calculated from FEA, and material constants. Abdel Wahab et al. [66] investigated the measurement of fatigue damage in adhesive bonding using bulk adhesive. They have carried out low cycle fatigue tests to determine the damage variable, \( D \), as a function of the number of cycles. Damage was evaluated using the decrease in stress range during fatigue lifecycles of a constant displacement amplitude test. The damage variable is given by [65, 66]

\[
D = 1 - \left[ 1 - A (\beta + m + 1) \left( \frac{\Delta \sigma_{eq}}{K_V} \right)^{\frac{\beta + m + 1}{2}} N^{\frac{1}{\beta + m + 1}} \right],
\]

where \( \Delta \sigma_{eq} \) is the range of von Mises stress, \( R_V \) is the triaxiality function, \( m \) is the power constant in Ramberg-Osgood equation, and \( A \) and \( \beta \) are damage parameters to be determined experimentally. Wahab et al. [67] determined the damage parameters for crack initiation in an SLJ by combining continuous damage mechanics, FEA, and experimental fatigue data. They have studied the effect of stress singularity, due to the presence of corners at edges, on the complex state of stress and the variability of the triaxiality function along the adhesive layer. The damage parameters \( A \) and \( \beta \) determined in [66] for bulk adhesive were extended to take into account the multiaxial stress state in the adhesive layer, as calculated from FEA. Hilmy et al. [68] have shown that scarf joint test specimen could simulate constant triaxiality in the adhesive layer. Several types of adhesive joints have been modelled and analysed using FEA. From FEA, they showed that \( R_V \) changed as a function of adhesive bond-line angle of the scarf joint and that its values were constant along adhesive line except at the free edges. Quaresimin and Ricotta [69] presented a model for the prediction of the fatigue life of composite bonded joints. The model was based on the actual mechanics of the fatigue damage evolution and divided the joint lifetime into a crack nucleation phase and a crack propagation phase. They modelled the nucleation phase using a generalised stress intensity factor approach. They have further studied the evolution of the fatigue damage in SLJs and observed that a significant fraction of the fatigue life of the joint was spent in the nucleation of one or more cracks [70]. They found that the duration of nucleation process was from 20% up to 70% of the joint life. Imanaka et al. [71] proposed an estimation method of fatigue strength of adhesively bonded joints with various stress triaxialities using a damage evolution model for high cycle fatigue. Imanaka et al. [72] investigated the damage evolution of adhesively bonded butt joints under cyclic loading. They applied an isotropic continuum damage model coupled with a kinetic law of damage evolution, which was solved using analytical and numerical methods. Wahab et al. [65, 73] presented and programmed a procedure in order to predict the fatigue threshold in composite adhesively bonded joints. They considered two different joint configurations, namely, DLJs and LSJs. Software has been developed to automatically calculate the damage parameters and produce the required load number of cycle to failure curves. Lefebvre and Dillard [74, 75] have shown that the fatigue initiation criterion using stress singularity parameter, a generalized stress intensity factor and the singular eigenvalue lambda (see (1)), is only appropriate for adhesive contact angle smaller than 90° and modulus ratio between adhesive and substrate smaller than 0.1.

3.2. Monitoring of Crack Initiation. Back-face strain has extensively been used in the literature to monitor crack initiation in adhesively bonded joints. Khoramishad et al. [76, 77] monitored damage initiation and propagation phases in SLJs using the back-face strain (Figure 12) and in situ video-microscopy techniques. Graner Solana et al. [62] presented experimental fatigue data obtained from SLJ tests at a range of load levels. They used six strain gauges (SGs) placed along the overlap to monitor fatigue initiation and propagation within the adhesive layer. Shenoy et al. [78] used the back-face strain measurement technique to characterise fatigue damage in SLJs subjected to fatigue loading. They found that crack initiation dominated at lower fatigue loads, whereas crack propagation dominated at higher fatigue loads. They used the back-face strain and fatigue life measurement results to propose a simple predictive model, which divided the fatigue lifetime into different regions depending upon the fatigue loads. Solana et al. [79] presented experimental fatigue testes of a selection of adhesive joints. They used multiple strain gauges to record the change in back-face strain during the tests and measure damage in different locations. They found that damage first appeared in the fillet as a change in adhesive colour in a specific area. Deng and Lee [80] presented details of a fatigue test programme of a series of small-scale steel beams bonded with a CFRP plate. They used back-face strain technique to detect crack initiation and monitor crack growth. They found that crack initiated and propagated in mode I earlier than in mode II. Crocombe et al. [81] studied the fatigue damage evolution in adhesively bonded joints using the back-face strain technique. From the results of the fatigue tests, they found that there was an initiation phase of about half the total fatigue life of the joint. They further observed that removing the adhesive fillet eliminated the initiation phase and consequently reduced the fatigue life. Zhang et al. [82] developed a back-face strain technique to detect fatigue crack initiation in SLJs. From experimental measurements, they found that fatigue crack initiation lives at different stresses have greater proportion of the total fatigue life as the stress decreased.

Chirped fibre Bragg grating sensors have been used by Capell et al. [83] and embedded within GFRP substrates to monitor disbond initiation and growth in a GFRP/AI SLJ. It was found that disbond initiation and growth between the substrates during fatigue cycling caused peaks or dips in the reflection spectra from the chirped fibre Bragg grating sensor.
4. Fatigue Crack Propagation

This topic has been intensively studied in the literature. Fatigue crack propagation studies are carried out by identifying the relationship between a fracture parameter, such as strain energy release rate \( G \) and the crack growth rate using fracture mechanics tests. A common fatigue crack propagation curve for adhesively bonded joints is a logarithmic plot of crack growth rate \( (d a/d N) \) against the maximum strain energy release rate \( (G_{\text{max}}) \) over time (Figure 13). The fatigue crack propagation curve, which has a sigmoidal shape, has three different regions: (a) threshold region defined by fatigue threshold \( G_{\text{th}} \) below which no crack growth takes place, (b) linear or steady state crack growth region where catastrophic failure takes place when the fracture toughness \( G_c \) is reached. Knowing the relationship between the crack length \( a \) and \( G_{\text{max}} \), the integration of the fatigue crack propagation curve leads to an estimation of crack propagation lifetime of the joint. In order to monitor crack growth and measuring crack length as a function of time, several techniques have been used in the literature, for example, optical techniques such as video microscopic and magnification lenses, chirped fibre Bragg grating sensors, and ultrasonic technique. This section is divided into two main parts, namely, crack propagation models and fatigue crack growth rate.

4.1. Crack Propagation Models. Paris’s equation has been extensively used in the literature to relate crack growth rate to a fracture parameter. The fracture parameter that mostly used for adhesively bonded joint is the strain energy release rate. The strain energy release can be calculated from analytical solution or FEA using the measured force, crack length, or the rate of change in compliance. Fernández et al. [85] experimentally investigated the fatigue behaviour of CFRP composite bonded joints under mode I loading. The fatigue crack growth rates were determined using DCB test specimens. They studied the steady crack propagation region, which leads to a linear trend on Paris’s law; that is,

\[
\frac{da}{dN} = C_1 \times \left( \frac{\Delta G}{G_c} \right)^m,
\]

where \( a \) is the crack length, \( N \) is the number of cycles, \( G \) is the strain energy release rate, and \( G_c \) is the fracture toughness. The constants \( C_1 \) and \( m \) can be obtained by curve fitting of (7) to experimental data. The power constant \( m \) represents the sensitivity of the crack to its growth and is higher for adhesives than for metals. The mode I strain energy release rate \( G_1 \) is obtained from the variation of the compliance as a function of crack length \( (dC/da) \) as

\[
G_1 = \frac{P^2 dC}{2 B d a},
\]

where \( P \) is the applied load and \( B \) is the width of the specimen. Wahab et al. [86–88] proposed a generalised technique for the prediction of fatigue crack propagation lifetime in bonded structures using FEA. They applied the technique to CFRP joints bonded with an epoxy adhesive and used an experimentally determined crack growth law from DCB samples. They predicted the load-life response of SLJs and DLJs using a modified crack growth law, which describes the full \( da/dN \) versus \( G_{\text{max}} \) curve and is given by

\[
\frac{da}{dN} = C_1 G_{\text{max}}^n \left( \frac{1 - (G_{\text{th}}/\text{max})^{n_1}}{1 - (G_{\text{th}}/\text{max})^{n_2}} \right),
\]

where \( G_{\text{th}} \) is the fatigue threshold and the constants \( n, n_1, \) and \( n_2 \) can be obtained by fitting (9) to experimental data.
They further proposed a modified law for mixed mode crack growth, that is,

\[
\frac{da}{dN} = C_1 G_{II}^{eq} \left( \frac{1 - (G_{II} / (G_{II} \text{ max}))^{n_1}}{1 - (G_{II} / (G_{II} \text{ max}))^{n_2}} \right) + C_2 G_{II}^{eq} \left( \frac{1 - (G_{II} / (G_{II} \text{ max}))^{m_1}}{1 - (G_{II} / (G_{II} \text{ max}))^{m_2}} \right),
\]

where the subscripts I/II refer to mode I and mode II, respectively.

Another technique, which is recently used in fatigue crack propagation analysis in adhesively bonded joint, is the cohesive zone model. Moroni and Pirondi [89–91] simulated fatigue crack growth in bonded joints and have implemented a cohesive damage model in ABAQUS. They used different Paris-like expressions in terms of strain energy release rate in order to evaluate the crack growth rate. Mode I cohesive zone model is shown in Figure 14.

The crack growth rate was transformed to a variation of damage distribution over the cohesive zone by assuming that the increment of crack length is equivalent to the increment of damage. The rate of growth in the defect area is expressed in terms of the range of strain energy release rate (\(\Delta G\)) as

\[
\frac{dA}{dN} = B \times \Delta G^d,
\]

where \(A\) is the defect area and the parameters \(B\) and \(d\) depend on the material and load mixity ratio. The damage growth rate is then given by

\[
\frac{dA}{dN} = \frac{B}{A_{CZ}} \times \Delta G^d,
\]

where \(A_{CZ}\) is the cohesive zone area. In order to account for mixed mode I/II, they used a mixed mode cohesive zone mode (Figure 15) and an equivalent opening displacement, \(\delta_{eq}\), which is defined as

\[
\delta_{eq} = \sqrt{\left( \frac{\delta_1 + |\delta_1|}{2} \right)^2 + \delta_2^2},
\]

where \(\delta_1\) and \(\delta_2\) are the opening and sliding displacements, respectively. They further proposed a mixed mode defect growth rate in terms of mode I and mode II range of strain energy release rate, \(\Delta G_I\) and \(\Delta G_{II}\), respectively, that is,

\[
\frac{dA}{dN} = B \times (\Delta G_I + \Delta G_{II})^d.
\]

Khoramishad et al. [76, 77] investigated the effect of load ratio on the fatigue behaviour of adhesively bonded joints using both experimental and numerical approaches. Using a cohesive zone approach with a bilinear traction-separation response (Figure 15), they modelled the progressive damage of the adhesive material.

In case of crack propagation with large-scale yielding, Gurson’s model is suitable. Gurson’s model was used by Ishii [92] to investigate the effect of substrate type, namely, CFRP composite and Al, on the fatigue crack propagation rate using adhesively bonded DCB specimens. They applied FEA and Gurson’s model to the adhesive layer in order to determine the growth of voids. In a modified Gurson’s model, the yield condition is given by

\[
\phi = \frac{\sigma_y^2}{\sigma_f^2} + 2f q_1 \cosh\left(\frac{q_2 \sigma_m}{2\sigma_y}\right) - (1 + q_3 f^2) = 0, \quad \text{where } q_3 = q_1^2,
\]

where \(\sigma_y\) is the effective stress, \(\sigma_m\) is the hydrostatic pressure, \(f\) defines the void volume fraction, and \(\sigma_y\) is the material yield stress. The constants \(q_1\), \(q_2\), and \(q_3\) depend on the material and analysis conditions. For instance, \(q_1 = 1.5\), \(q_2 = 1.0\), and \(q_3 = 2.25\) may represent materials subjected to plain strain condition. For \(q_1 = q_2 = q_3 = 1.0\), the yield function has the same form as the original Gurson’s model. If \(f = 0\), (15) becomes identical to von Mises yield criterion. From the experimental results, it was shown that increasing the thickness of the substrate decreased the fatigue threshold and increased the crack growth power parameter. It was also found that the crack growth power parameter for the Al joints was less than that for the CFRP composite joints.

4.2. Fatigue Crack Growth Rate. Many studies have been devoted to the effect of mode mixity and the contribution of mode II in the crack growth process. Undoubtedly mixed mode loading has a significant effect on the crack propagation rate. Baek et al. [93] investigated the fatigue characteristics of a composite/metal interface using single leg bending (SLB) specimens (Figure 16) under different mode mixities loading condition. From the results, it was concluded that the crack propagation rate increased with increasing the contribution of mode II loading.

Giannis and Martin [94] studied the debonding of Glare skin-stringer configurations for aerospace applications. Crack growth rate has been experimentally determined as a function of the maximum cyclic strain energy release rate and was used in conjunction with FEA to predict the fatigue lifetime. They studied pure mode I, pure mode II, and mixed mode I/II using DCB test specimen applying different loading conditions. Azari et al. [95] studied the fatigue crack growth behaviour of adhesive joints under mode I and mixed mode loading conditions. They found that increasing mode II loading rate had insignificant effect on the fatigue threshold strain energy release rate and the crack growth rate at low phase angles, but significant effect at higher phase angles. Ashcroft et al. [96] proposed a mechanistically based model for predicting anomalous behaviour for fatigue crack growth in mixed mode fracture. Pirondi and Moroni [97] applied a fracture mechanics-based model in order to predict fatigue failure of adhesive joints. Diab et al. [98] presented an analytical solution for the evolution and distribution of shear stresses along the bond length of FRP/concrete interfaces due to mode II fatigue loading. Marannano et al. [99] investigated the propagation of an interface crack in Al adhesively bonded joints subjected to mixed mode I/II. Using beam theory, they have presented an analytical expression for computing the strain energy release rate for the mixed
A tapered end-notched flexure (TENF) specimen (Figure 17) in order to study mode II fracture and fatigue of adhesively bonded joints. A linear compliance change with crack propagation was produced resulting in a constant mode II strain energy release rate under linear elastic fracture mechanics conditions. Moutrille et al. [104] studied stress relief and mode II crack propagation in the adhesive during fatigue tests of Al structures bonded with composite patches. Thermoelasticity was used to study the relief in the Al substrate during cyclic loading, that is, stress distribution, global relief, and progressive load transfer zone.

The effect of precrack and fillet on fatigue crack propagation has been studied by a few researchers. Azari et al. [105] studied the fatigue threshold and slow crack growth rate behaviour of a highly toughened epoxy adhesive. They considered different starting conditions, such as fatigue precrack and fillet, testing approaches, and interfacial bond strengths. They found that for cohesive failure the fatigue threshold was very similar when starting from a precracked or uncracked fillet specimen. While for interfacial failure the threshold was lower when cracks grew from a precracked specimen. Kayupov and Dzenis [106] performed a nonlinear FEA to study stress fields in adhesively bonded composite SLJs containing cracks of different lengths. By applying load corresponding to the load amplitude during fatigue tests, they showed that the critical values of the strain energy release rates for fast crack propagation in the final stage of fatigue life were two to three times lower than the critical strain energies for cracks propagating under quasistatic loading.
In order to monitor crack growth rate, different measurement techniques have been proposed, namely, chirped fibre Bragg grating, optical, ultrasonic, and X-radiographs. Guo et al. [107] embedded chirped fibre Bragg grating sensors within the adhesive bond line of CFRP SLJs in order to study the effect of disbond propagation due to fatigue loading on the reflected spectra from the sensors. They found that a peak in the reflected spectra could be seen as the disbond propagated. Cheuk et al. [108] presented experimental and numerical investigations of the fatigue crack initiation and growth mechanism in metal/composite DLJs. They conducted fatigue tests under tension dominated loading and measured crack lengths using optical technique. They concluded that fatigue failure of metal/composite DLJs was mainly driven by tensile mode loading due to the peel stress. Brussat and Chiu [109] presented adhesive bond-line crack growth data from fatigue tests of structural bonded SLJs with initial bond-line flaws. They monitored crack growth using ultrasonic and a compliance techniques. Casas-Rodriguez et al. [110] presented experimental methods for analysing delamination zones at various stages of their evolution in bonded composite joints. They digitalized X-radiographs of delamination zones and performed scaling analyses using fractal and multifractal approaches in order to quantify the morphology and damage distribution in the immediate vicinity of delamination fronts. Ashcroft et al. [111] investigated a number of methods for studying damage and crack propagation in bonded composite lap joints subjected to fatigue loading. They have demonstrated that dye penetrant enhanced X-radiography was capable of distinguishing between cracked, micro-damaged, and undamaged areas of the joints. Moreover it was clearly seen that large damage zones could form ahead of the crack tip. Du et al. [112] developed a new experimental technique for determining fatigue crack growth of the polymer/metal interface in an adhesive system under cyclic loading using piezoelectric actuation. They observed that under alternating electric fields, fatigue crack grew along epoxy/Al interface.

The effect of substrate and bond-line thickness has been investigated by a couple of authors. Ishii et al. [113] conducted fatigue tests on adhesively bonded CFRP/Al DCB specimens to investigate the effect of substrate thickness on the fatigue crack growth rate. They found that the increase in the Al plate thickness lowered the fatigue threshold and steepened the slope in the steady state crack growth region. Abou-Hamda et al. [114] experimentally measured fatigue crack growth rates for DCB adhesive joint containing a cohesive crack. They measure debond growth rates using a compliance method for three different bond-line thicknesses. They found that the larger the bond-line thicknesses, the larger the fatigue crack growth resistance.

Depending on adhesive type, loading frequency may have effect on fatigue crack growth in bonded joints. Pirondi and Nicoletto [115] carried out fatigue crack growth tests on DCB bonded specimens under two different loading frequencies and two different loading ratios in order to characterize an adhesive system for structural applications. Xu et al. [116] conducted mode I fatigue crack growth tests on joints bonded with two different adhesive systems and at different loading frequencies. They found that the fatigue crack growth rate in the joints bonded with one adhesive system was relatively independent of frequency while it increased with decreasing frequency for the joints bonded with another adhesive system. Aglan and Abdo [117] presented a technique to characterize the resistance of adhesively bonded joints to fatigue disbond propagation. They used the modified crack layer model to extract parameters characteristic of the adhesive joint resistance to fatigue disbond propagation. These parameters are the specific energy of damage and the dissipative characteristic of the joints. Xu et al. [118, 119] conducted mode I fatigue crack growth tests on DCB joints bonded with two commercial adhesives and studied the effect of loading frequency on the crack growth rate.

Further studies on fatigue crack propagation in composite bonded joints were performed by Zhang et al. [120] using DLJ and stepped lap joint and by Kinloch and Osiyemi [121] using DCB specimen.

5. Variable Fatigue Amplitude

This topic has received significant attention in the literature. The research into variable fatigue amplitude in adhesively bonded joints could be considered as new since the first WoS article was published in 2003. The classical way of analysing fatigue in adhesive joints is to consider constant amplitude loading. However, in real applications variable amplitude fatigue (VAF) takes place and may induce damage acceleration effects in the joints. A typical VAF spectrum consists of a number of constant amplitude cycles followed by an overload as shown in Figure 18. For ductile materials, crack growth retardation after overloads is expected due to the formation of plastic zone ahead of the crack tip. It follows that for brittle materials, crack growth acceleration after overloads is expected.

A cohesive zone model with a bilinear traction separation law has been used by Khoramishad et al. [122] to predict the fatigue response of adhesively bonded joints under VAF loading using. They used a damage model that incorporated fatigue load ratio effects to simulate the detrimental influence of VAF loading.

![Figure 18: Typical VAF spectrum.](Image)
The effect of loading frequency on VAF in adhesively bonded joints has been studied by a couple of authors. Eskandarian and Jennings [123] developed an experimental technique to test DCB under VAF loads. They have investigated the effects of test frequency and applied load history within a range of 4 to 20 Hz for a nominal adhesive thickness of 0.5 mm. They found that the fatigue damage occurred at about 35% of the monotonic fracture load and that the power law constants were influenced by test frequency, but not sensitive to loading order. Al-Ghamdi et al. [124] investigated the effect of frequency on fatigue crack propagation in adhesively bonded CFRP composite and metallic joints. They tested DCB samples in fatigue at different frequencies. They found that the crack growth per cycle increased and the fatigue threshold decreased as the test frequency decreased.

Palmgren–Miner rule has been proposed by a few authors to characterize damage in VAF regime. Shenoy et al. [125] investigated the behaviour of adhesively bonded SLJs subjected to different types of VAF loading and used Palmgren–Miner’s damage sum, in which the damage variable of a block is given by

\[ D_{PM} = \sum_{i=1}^{n_b} \frac{n_i}{N_f}, \tag{16} \]

where \( n \) is the applied number of cycles, \( N_f \) is the number of cycles to failure, and \( n_b \) is the number of blocks. They found that a small proportion of fatigue cycles at higher fatigue loads could result in a significant reduction in fatigue life. Shenoy et al. [126] presented a study on VAF of adhesively bonded joints. From constant amplitude and VAF fatigue tests, they found that the addition of a small number of overloads to a fatigue spectrum could greatly reduce the fatigue life. They concluded that linear damage accumulation, such as the Palmgren-Miner rule, was appropriate for VAF analysis and tended to over predict fatigue lifetime.

A few studies have concentrated on failure modes in adhesively bonded joints under VAF loading. Nolting et al. [127] investigated the effect of VAF loading on the fatigue life and failure mode of adhesively bonded DSJ (see Figure 11) made from clad and bare 2024-T3 Al. The failure mode was shifted from adhesive or substrate failure at high and low stress levels, respectively, under constant amplitude loading to adhesive failure in the presence of overload cycles for the clad specimens. While bare Al specimens failed only in the adhesive layer. Ashcroft [128] studied and characterised the influence of VAF on the evolution of damage. Erpolat et al. [129] investigated cohesive and interlaminar crack growth in bonded composite joints under constant fatigue and VAF loading using DCB joints. They used numerical crack growth integration to predict the VAF lifetime using constant amplitude data, which underestimated the fatigue crack growth rate for both interlaminar and cohesive cracks.

### 6. Impact Fatigue

This topic has not received enough attention in the literature. Although research into impact fatigue in adhesively bonded joints has been started in 1983, only 13 WoS publications could be found.

Impact fatigue (IF) is defined as cyclic low velocity impacts or repetitive low energy impacts. IF accelerates fatigue crack growth in bonded joints depending on many parameters. Ashcroft et al. [130] proposed a model to predict crack growth in bonded joints subjected to combined standard and impact fatigue. They found that the rate of crack growth in IF was greater than that in standard fatigue (SF) for a given strain energy release rate and that the fatigue crack growth rate in SF increased after a block of IF. Ashcroft et al. [131] presented a study on the behaviour of the toughened epoxy adhesive FM73 under IF. They performed Izod IF tests on FM73 specimens in order to study and characterise the evolution of damage. Tsikourakos et al. [132] investigated the behaviour of adhesive joints subjected to SF, IF, and a combination of them. They have further analysed the damage evolution in both SF and IF regimes in terms of the deterioration of residual strength of joints after certain loading histories. Silberschmidt et al. [133] presented studies of the effect of IF on reliability and crack growth in adhesively bonded joints. They compared the results of IF with SF in order to assess the severity of IF regime. Casas-Rodriguez et al. [134–137] investigated the behaviour of adhesively bonded CFRP and Al joints subjected to IF and compared them with specimens tested in SF. They found that the accumulated energy associated with damage in IF is significantly lower than that associated with a similar damage in SF. Furthermore, they found that the mechanisms of failure were very different for the two loading regimes. They proposed different parameters in order to characterise damage in IF and SF, for example, crack velocity, accumulated absorbed energy, and normalised maximum force. Ashcroft et al. [138] studied mixed mode crack growth in epoxy bonded CFRP joints in SF and IF regimes. They showed that the back-face strain technique could be used to monitor cracking in LSJs and piezo strain gauges could be used to measure the strain response. Silberschmidt et al. [139] studied IF in adhesive joints using two types of typical substrates, namely, an Al alloy and a CFRP composite. The effect of overlap length on fatigue strength of an SLJ bonded with an epoxy-polyamide adhesive under IF and non-IF conditions has been investigated by Imanaka et al. [140]. They concluded that the longer the overlap length, the lower the non-IF strength. They observed that IF strength showed more rapid lowering trend with increasing number of stress cycles than the non-IF strength. They have further conducted a series of IF tests on butt joint specimens bonded with epoxy-polyamide adhesive [141]. They concluded that the IF strength was higher than the ordinary fatigue strength in a relatively low stress cycles range but it decreased rapidly at a certain transitional number of stress cycles.

In order to test a filament wound carbon fibre tube with bonded steel end fittings, Barber and Radford [142]...
designed an IF testing machine, in which the generated impact pulses closely resembled to those of a conventional drop weight impact test machine. The machine was also capable of completing high cycle IF tests (10^6 impacts) within a relatively short period of time by operating in excess of 10 impacts per second.

7. Thermal Fatigue

This topic has also not received enough attention in the literature. Similar to impact fatigue, thermal fatigue in adhesively bonded joints has not attracted many researchers. Although the first WoS publication on thermal fatigue was in 1995; only 3 articles have been found.

Gao et al. [143] conducted experimental and theoretical studies to determine the fatigue lifetime of anisotropic conductive adhesive film under different testing conditions including hygrothermal aging and thermal cycling. They found that the fatigue lifetime decreased when increasing hygrothermal aging time. When increasing the number of thermal cycles, after an initial increase, the fatigue lifetime decreased. Chan et al. [144] investigated the effectiveness of using edge bond adhesive for the enhancement of solder joint thermal fatigue reliability. They used accelerated temperature cycling test and simulation. They concluded that in order to enhance the thermal fatigue reliability of solder joints, edge bond with large elastic modulus and coefficient of thermal expansion close to that of the solder joints should be used. Yu et al. [145] developed an FEA of nonsteady thermal stress analysis in order to analyze metal/FRP bonded joints. They have studied the thermal fatigue strength of Al/CFRP bonded joints through a series of thermal fatigue tests. They found that the thermal fatigue strength of the joints could be described by the maximum equivalent stress at the adhesive layer, which can be calculated from FEA.

8. Fatigue Durability

This topic has been extensively investigated in the literature. Fatigue durability of adhesively bonded joints has gained lots of attention in the literature, which can be seen from the considerable amount of WoS publications. This is because an adhesive joint loses its strength and fatigue resistance when exposed to hostile environmental conditions, that is, high humidity and/or high temperature. Since hostile environmental conditions degrade the interface between adhesive and substrate, the surface treatment of the substrate prior to bonding plays an important role in enhancing the durability of bonded joints. The literature review carried out in this section is divided into three main parts, namely, the effect of humidity, effect of temperature, and the role of surface treatment.

8.1. Effect of Humidity. The effect of humidity on the fatigue strength of adhesively bonded joints has attracted many researchers. Joints are exposed to moisture through aging in humidity chamber or in distilled water and then tested under fatigue loading regime. Datla et al. [146] studied the effects of test humidity and temperature on the fatigue threshold and crack growth behaviour of P2-etched and commercial coil-coated Al adhesive joints under mixed mode loading condition. They used Al ADCB specimens and found that in dry conditions, increasing the temperature up to 80°C had no significant effect on the fatigue threshold, but it caused an increase in the crack growth rates. At test temperature of 40°C, for high crack growth rates the fatigue behaviour was insensitive to moisture, while for low crack growth rates close to the threshold it became more sensitive. It was also concluded that at higher crack growth rates the fatigue performance was degraded due to only the effect of temperature, while at low crack growth rates it was degraded due to the effect of moisture. Gomatam and Sancaktar [147, 148] studied the effect of elevated humidity on the fatigue behaviour of electronically conductive adhesives. They tested stainless-steel joints under monotonic and fatigue loading conditions, at two humidity levels, namely, 20% RH and 90% RH at 28°C. They found that the modes of failure were interfacial and joint conductivity was significantly decreased. Kinloch et al. [149] investigated the fatigue behaviour of an aerospace grade epoxy Al alloy adhesive joints. They conducted the test in a dry environment (23 ± 1°C and 55% RH) and a wet environment of immersion in distilled water at 28 ± 1°C. They have further investigated the effect of using various surface pretreatments for the Al alloy substrates. Abdou and Aglan [150] investigated the effect of thermal aging on the static and fatigue behaviour of adhesively bonded aircraft joints. They aged Al SLJs at high and low cyclic temperatures at different levels of humidity. They found that the greatest loss of fatigue resistance was encountered after the first two thermal aging cycles and that the fatigue crack propagation data showed a considerable loss in resistance due to aging. Valentini et al. [151] performed a multifaceted study to investigate the durability of a boron-epoxy doubler (patch) adhesively bonded to an Al substrate. They tested DCB specimens in order to determine the fracture toughness and fatigue characteristics of the adhesive bond line. Kinloch and co-workers [152–154] used a fracture mechanics approach to examine the fatigue behaviour of adhesively bonded joints, which consisted of Al alloy or electrogalvanised steel substrates bonded using toughened epoxy structural paste adhesives. They conducted the fatigue tests in a relatively dry environment (23°C and 55% RH) and in a wet environment (immersion in distilled water at 28°C). They further considered the mechanisms of failure due to environmental attack. They found that for electrogalvanised steel joints the failure path is associated with corrosion in a wet environment. Fernando et al. [155] used a fracture mechanics approach to investigate the fatigue behaviour of Al alloy adhesively bonded joints. They conducted the fatigue tests in a relatively dry environment (23°C and 55% RH), which caused crack propagation at lower rates of maximum strain energy release rate compared to the fracture toughness. In a wet environment (immersion in distilled water at 26°C), a dramatic effect on the fatigue performance of the adhesive joints was observed. Lachmann [156] conducted fatigue tests on steel and Al alloys SLJs in unaged and aged conditions in order to estimate their long-term behaviour. So et al. [157]
tested Polymethyl methacrylate/epoxy (PMMA/epoxy) and Al/epoxy joints immersed in distilled water and in saline water at different temperatures and subjected to different sinusoidal tensile loads. They found that PMMA joints had better fatigue performance both in distilled water and sodium chloride solution than in air, whereas Al joints had better fatigue performance in air.

Zhang et al. [158] studied the fatigue response of adhesively bonded pultruded GFRP DLJ under different environmental conditions. They found that the dominant mode of failure was a fibre tear in the GFRP laminates. The mode of failure was shifted from cohesive to interfacial (adhesive/composite interface) in the presence of high humidity. The fatigue lifetime and fracture behaviour of the joints was affected by test temperature and was aggravated by humidity. Nester and Altunsaray [159] experimentally studied the combined effects of material direction, thickness, and seawater environment on the fatigue behaviour of adhesively bonded and bolted joints used in GRP boat building. Tests were carried out under atmospheric and marine conditions, for which seawater environment ageing has been realized using 3.5% of NaCl solution. In general, they found that the fatigue performance obtained by testing the material in synthetic seawater was much lower than those obtained from testing under atmospheric conditions. Ashcroft et al. [160] investigated the effects of environment and fatigue loading on the performance of bonded composite joints. They found that adhesively bonded composite joints can be significantly affected by the service environment depending on the joint type and materials used. Reis et al. [161] studied the fatigue of polypropylene/glass fibre composites adhesive lap joints and investigated the effect of water in the fatigue behaviour. They immersed the specimens in water of different temperatures during periods of one day to 90 days.

Charalamvides et al. [162] investigated the performance of carbon fibre/epoxy repair joints bonded using an epoxy film adhesive under static and fatigue loading. They immersed the repair joints in distilled water at 50 °C for periods of up to 16 months and evaluated the effect of the hot/wet environment on the static and fatigue strengths. They found that the fatigue behaviour of the repair joints was significantly inferior to that of the parent material. Butkus et al. [163] applied fracture mechanics to assess bonded joint durability including resistance to fatigue and to environmental exposure. Crasto and Kim [164] evaluated the durability of a composite joint under a simulated outdoor environmental exposure using a DLJ subjected to various combinations of moisture, thermal cycling, and fatigue. Gilmore and Shaw [165] studied the effect of temperature and humidity on the fatigue behaviour of composite bonded joints. Okuda et al. [166] investigated the tensile fatigue behaviour of an adhesive bonded joint of a fibre reinforced plastic FRP under low cycle repeated stress and the effect of water environment on fatigue strength. Miyairi et al. [167] carried out fatigue tests under constant stress amplitude with tension-shear loads and examined the fatigue strength and the stress-strain hysteresis loops for GFRP adhesive joints. They found that damage in adhesive joints was not detected for 3000 hours in the static and the fatigue tests; however, with exposure time over 3000 hours, the static and fatigue strengths suddenly decreased.

Many studies have been devoted to the prediction and design of fatigue of adhesively bonded joints exposed to moisture. Curley et al. [168] used a fracture mechanics approach to predict the fatigue performance of the adhesively bonded SLJ and adhesively bonded top-hat box-beam joint. They tested the joints under fatigue loading in dry and wet environments. Johnson and Butkus [169] presented a design approach that uses fracture mechanics and accounts for environmental effects. From the results, they found that mode I fracture toughness and fatigue crack growth threshold were significantly reduced upon exposure to a high temperature, high humidity aircraft service environment. Ashcroft et al. [170] presented a method to predict failure in bonded composite joints subjected to combined mechanical loading and environmental degradation based on a coupled mechanical-diffusion FEA. The method was evaluated by predicting the fatigue thresholds of epoxy-CFRP LSJs preconditioned and tested in dry and wet environments. Abdel Wahab et al. [171] analyzed the diffusion of moisture in adhesively bonded composite joints using experimental, analytical, and numerical techniques. They used fatigue test data for LSJs aged and tested in different environments to establish a relationship between fatigue threshold and water concentration at the position of failure initiation. Wahab et al. [172] analysed the fatigue strength of aged adhesively bonded composites joints using stress analysis and fracture mechanics. They performed nonlinear stress and fracture analyses in order to predict the strength of the joints in different hostile environmental conditions. They found that criterion based on the principal stress provided good threshold prediction for small plastic deformation.

8.2. Effect of Temperature. The effect of temperature on the fatigue performance of bonded joints has been studied by many authors. Banea and da Silva [173, 174] studied the mechanical properties of room temperature vulcanising silicone adhesives for aerospace applications. They used the standard Thick Substrate Shear Test (TAST), Figure 19, in order to measure the shear properties of the adhesives and to assess the adhesive performance in a joint. They investigated the influence of temperature on the joint strength and found that the shear strength decreased when increasing the temperature.

Hattori [175] developed evaluation methods for the fatigue strength and fatigue lifetime of FRP/metal adhesive joints under low temperatures. He used two stress singularity parameters to determine the fatigue strength and delamination propagation rates. He measured the delamination
propagation rates of DLJs under fatigue loadings at room temperature. Hwang and Lee [176] experimentally studied the effect of temperature on the static and fatigue characteristics of adhesively bonded tubular SLJs. Liechti et al. [177] investigated the fatigue crack growth characteristics of adhesively bonded joints at several temperatures in air and in salt water. They used modified cracked LSJs under four-point bending loading conditions. They found that in air both high and low temperatures increased crack growth rates and reduced thresholds relative to room temperature. Ashcroft and Shaw [178] investigated the effect of temperature on fatigue crack propagation in bonded joints and compared the results to quasistatic loading and fatigue failure in uncracked lap joints. They conducted the fatigue tests on epoxy bonded CFRP joints at −50°C, 22°C, and 90°C. They pointed out that temperature had a significant effect on the locus of failure. Ashcroft et al. [179, 180] studied the effects of fatigue loading, test environment, and preconditioning on bonded composite joints. They tested CFRP/epoxy DLJs and LSJs in quasistatic and fatigue across the temperature range experienced by a jet aircraft. They found that as temperature increased the fatigue resistance decreased. They pointed out that at high temperatures strength is controlled by creep, which is determined by the minimum stresses in the joint. They showed that the fatigue resistance of LSJs did not vary significantly until the glass transition temperature was approached. They also noted that absorbed moisture resulted in a significant reduction in the glass transition temperature of the adhesive. They observed that the locus of failure of the joints was highly temperature dependent, that is, failure in the composite substrate at low temperatures and failure in the adhesive at elevated temperatures. Aglan et al. [181] evaluated the durability of composite repairs of aircraft skin grade Al with simulated flaws using mechanical fatigue and thermal cyclic aging. They found that thermal cyclic aging reduced the fatigue lifetime of the repaired structures due to the deterioration of the interface. Harris and Fay [182] tested SLJs to determine the fatigue behaviour of two automotive adhesive systems. From the experimental results over a wide range of temperatures, they found that fatigue life was dominated by a crack initiation phase associated with the buildup of creep deformation in the adhesive layer. They further found that thinner adhesive layers resulted in stronger and more fatigue resistant joints. They concluded that for load bearing applications the adhesive glass transition temperature should be above the maximum temperature expected in service.

8.3. The Role of Surface Treatment. Surface treatment plays a vital role in the fatigue behaviour of bonded joints and its effect has been studied by many researchers. Improving surface preparation will enhance the mechanical joint performance in general and the fatigue performance in particular. Underhill et al. [183] investigated the effect of warm water treatment on the fatigue life of 2024 T3 Al alloy adhesively bonded joints. They concluded that the fatigue life depended on the surface preparation of the bonds and the specimens in wet conditions led to a slightly shorter life than under dry conditions. They showed that warm water treatment of Al led to an improvement in fatigue lifetime and properties. Abel et al. [184] studied the durability of organosilane pretreated joints, which were adhesively bonded using a hot cured epoxy film adhesive. They investigated the use of gamma-glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane as silane primer. The fatigue tests were conducted in a dry environment with a relative humidity of 55 ± 5% and a wet environment by immersing the joints in distilled water at 28°C ± 2°C. They found that the use of the gamma-glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane pretreatment has enhanced the joint durability, compared with a simple grit-blast and degrease treatment and provided comparable results to the use a chromic-acid etch as a pretreatment. Underhill and Duquesnay [185] investigated the effect of surface preparation using a silane pretreatment on the fatigue life of epoxy bonded SLJs under dry and wet conditions. They found that even in dry condition, the fatigue life of unsilaned joints was reduced by about an order of magnitude from silaned joints. Rushforth et al. [186] tested adhesively bonded Al SLJs under fatigue loading in order to determine the effects of a silicon-based surface pretreatment on joints durability. Tests were performed in a chamber that generated 96% RH. They found that the fatigue performance of pretreated and untreated joints was similar when tested in air, but the performance of the untreated joints was greatly reduced when tested in 96% RH. They also found that pretreated joints failed cohesively in the adhesive layer, while untreated joints failed interfacially at the adhesive/Al interface. Hadavinia et al. [187, 188] investigated the performance of adhesively bonded joints under monotonic and fatigue loading using experimental and analytical FEA. They used Al alloy substrates bonded with an epoxy film adhesive and tested in a dry environment (55% RH at 23°C) and a wet environment by immersing the joints in distilled water at 28°C. They further studied the influence of employing different surface pretreatments for the Al alloy substrates. Mays and Vardy [189] carried out an experimental programme to study the fatigue performance of steel and Al SLJs. They studied the effect of surface preparation techniques, curing temperatures up to 80°C, accelerated temperature cycling, and prolonged immersion in water.

9. Torsional Fatigue

This topic has not received enough attention in the literature. Research in torsional fatigue in adhesively bonded joints is dated back to 1995, but it has not attracted many researchers as only 5 WoS articles have been published. This kind of loading is important when joining tubes using adhesive bonding; however, it takes place in a few specific applications. Portillo et al. [190] studied the fatigue behaviour of adhesively joined Al tubular connections subjected to torsional cyclic loading. Tomioka and Kakiage [191] performed torsional fatigue tests of the adhesively bonded box section beams in order to investigate the applicability of the structural adhesive to the automobile body. Kwon and
Lee [192] investigated the effect of surface roughness on the fatigue life of adhesively bonded tubular SLJs using a fatigue torsion test. They found that the optimum surface roughness of the substrates for the fatigue strength of tubular SLJs depended on the bond-line thickness and applied load. Nayeb-Hashemi et al. [193] analyzed the shear stress distribution in the tubular joints under axial and torsional loadings. They found that under axial load for tubes with equal cross-sectional area, the shear stress distribution along the bonded area was almost symmetric. They showed that the shear stress in the bonded area depends on the polar moments of inertia of the tubes. Prakash et al. [194] presented a torsional fatigue test for adhesively bonded butt joints. They used an apparatus for the test, which is a modification the standard fixture outlined in the ASTM E 229 test for determining the shear strength of adhesive joints subjected to torsion.

10. Fatigue in Hybrid Adhesive Joints

In the last several years, hybrid joints, which combine a traditional mechanical joint and a layer of adhesive, are gradually attracting the attention of many industrial sectors such as automotive and transportation. This is due to their better performance compared to just mechanical joints or just bonded joints. The literature review presented in this section on fatigue in hybrid adhesive joints is divided into three parts, namely, bolted/bonded, welded/bonded, and other hybrid types.

10.1. Bolted/Bonded. Adding adhesive bonding to bolted joints improves their fatigue strength and prolongs their lifetime. However, the benefit of adding bolts to an adhesively bonded joint is not evident. Hurme et al. [195] experimentally and analytically studied hybrid joints that combine mechanical fastening and adhesive bonding to determine the static and cyclic mode II shear strength of epoxy bonded steel interfaces subjected to static mode I prestress. They observed a shear stress amplitude threshold equal to about 50% of the fracture shear stress. Hoang-Ngoc and Paroissien [196] studied adhesively bonded and bolted/bonded SLJs using FEA. Two-dimensional and three-dimensional analyses have been carried out taking into account geometrical and material nonlinearities. Adhesives were modelled a hyperelastic material using Mooney-Rivlin model. From their numerical analyses, they concluded that hybrid bolted/bonded joints have a longer fatigue life than bolted joints. Kelly [197] investigated the strength and fatigue life of hybrid bonded/bolted joints with CFRP substrates. They experimentally determined the effect of adhesive material properties and laminate stacking sequence on the joint structural performance and modes of failure. They found that hybrid joints had greater strength, stiffness, and fatigue life when compared to adhesively bonded joints for adhesives with lower elastic modulus. However, hybrid joints for adhesives with high elastic modulus showed no significant improvement in strength, but an increase in fatigue life.

10.2. Welded/Bonded. Combining welding and bonding to enhance fatigue of welded joints has attracted many researchers. However, adding welds to an adhesively bonded joint is not beneficial. Sam and Shome [198] examined the tensile shear and fatigue behaviour of SLJs of dual phase steel sheets prepared by adhesive bonding, spot welding, and weld-bonding processes. It was concluded that the endurance limit of welded/bonded joint was much higher than that of spot welded joint but smaller than that of adhesively bonded joints. Gonçalves and Martins [199] evaluated the influence of adhesives and applied load characteristics on the static and fatigue performance of welded/bonded structural metal joints. Ghosh and co-workers [200, 201] studied the fatigue behaviour of steel SLJs joined by adhesive bonding, conventional spot welding, and weld-bonding processes. They found that the welded/bonded joints prepared at optimum process parameters had superior mechanical properties than those of the conventional spot welds, especially under fatigue loading conditions. Chang et al. [202] investigated the construction and hardness distribution of welded/bonded lap joints using a computational model. They carried out fatigue tests on welded/bonded, spot welded and adhesively bonded joints to study their fatigue behaviour and fracture characteristics. They found that the application of adhesives in spot welding greatly improved the joint fatigue performance, while the presence of weld spots in an adhesive joint had a negative effect on the joint fatigue performance. Ring-Groth et al. [203] investigated the fatigue life of a welded/bonded stainless-steel epoxy adhesive joint. The results revealed that the welded/bonded specimens had better fatigue properties than spot welded specimens. Hejcman et al. [204] studied the monotonic fracture and fatigue behaviour of a wide range of joining methods for Al alloys including spot welding, metal inert gas welding, laser welding, and adhesive bonding for 6000 series (Al-Mg-Si) Al alloys tested at room temperature. Wang et al. [205] investigated the fatigue behaviour of welded/bonded Al joints. From the results, they found that the welded/bonded joints had a slightly lower fatigue resistance than the Al adhesively bonded joints, but a much higher fatigue resistance than Al and steel spot welds. Gilchrist and Smith [206–208] used two-dimensional and three-dimensional FEA to predict the stresses within adhesively bonded and welded/bonded T-peel joints. They predicted the likely region of fatigue crack initiation using the knowledge of the critical tensile stresses. Wentz and Wolfe [209] developed predictive methods to determine the sonic fatigue life of various welded/bonded and adhesively bonded aircraft structures, when exposed to high intensity acoustic excitation.

Effect of corrosion and durability on fatigue performance of welded/bonded joints has been studied by a few researchers. Somervuo et al. [210] investigated the corrosion fatigue and fatigue properties of welded/bonded and spot welded austenitic stainless steels. They simulated corrosion using corrosive environment of 3.5% NaCl solution at +50°C. They found that the fatigue strengths of the welded/bonded single spot SLJs were significantly higher than those of the spot welded specimens, while in the corrosive environment the difference was reduced.
Furthermore, they pointed out that the failure mode of the welded/bonded specimens was adhesive in the corrosive environment and cohesive in air. Wang et al. [211] have further performed experiments to joints subjected to 100% RH at 38°C. They found that the presence of water vapour at elevated temperature decreased the fatigue strength of welded/bonded joints by about 33% at $5 \times 10^6$ cycles.

11. Nanoadhesives

The use of nanoadhesive to enhance fatigue performance of bonded joints is a quite new topic as the first WoS publication is dated to 2009 and 4 articles have been found. Liu and Ho Bae [220] proposed a new nanoadhesive in order to improve the conventional automobile epoxy resin. They have used a mixer to mix multiwalled carbon nanotubes (1% to 3% by weight) with epoxy resin. Both the static tensile strength and fatigue strength have dramatically increased at a carbon nanotube weight of 2%. Dorigato and Pegoretti [221] dispersed different percentages of both untreated and calcined fumed alumina nanoparticles into an epoxy adhesive. They found that fatigue lifetime of Al SLJs was improved by using the untreated alumina nanoparticles. Alumina nanoparticles had positively affected the mechanical performance of epoxy structural adhesives by enhancing both their mechanical properties and interfacial wettability for an Al substrate. Ho Yoon and Gil Lee [222] mixed epoxy adhesive with quartz nanoparticles, which have much higher piezoelectric properties than adhesives, in order to enhance the sensitivity of damage monitoring through the change in piezoelectric signal during damage progress. From experiments, it was concluded that quartz nanoparticles not only increased the sensitivity of damage monitoring, but also enhanced the static and fatigue joint strengths. Bhowmik et al. [223] investigated the fabrication of polybenzimidazole by high-performance nanoadhesive and studied its performance under space environments. From thermogravimetric analysis, it was shown that the cohesive properties of nanoadhesive were more stable when heated up to $350^\circ$C. They found an increase in the adhesive joint strength of surface modified polybenzimidazole and a further significant increase in joint strength when it is prepared by nanosilicate epoxy adhesive.

12. Conclusions

Fatigue in adhesively bonded joints has been reviewed by analysing 222 articles published in WoS in the period between 1975 to 2011. The topics covered were fatigue strength and lifetime analysis, fatigue crack initiation, fatigue crack propagation, fatigue durability, variable fatigue amplitude, impact fatigue, thermal fatigue, torsional fatigue, fatigue in hybrid adhesive joints, and nanoadhesives. Conclusions for each topic are given below.

Fatigue strength and lifetime analysis has attracted lots of researchers. Several studies have been published in the literature in order to study the effect of many parameters with the intention to optimise these parameters and maximize the fatigue strength and lifetime. These parameters were identified as geometric parameters, material parameters, loading conditions, and surface treatment and curing conditions.

Fatigue crack initiation is a very important topic, but it is difficult to deal with due to the difficulties associated with modelling the nucleation of a crack and the ability to monitor and detect the initiation phase. The accuracy and reliability of using back-face strain and optical techniques to monitor and detect crack initiation is questionable. The research into crack initiation in adhesively bonded joints has not yet been well developed and could be regarded as in its early stage.

Fatigue crack propagation has attracted lots of researchers and can be considered as a well-established
research area. Improvement in this area can be achieved by enhancing the experimental measurement and numerical modelling crack propagation techniques of mixed mode I/II and pure mode II.

Variable fatigue amplitude has attracted considerable amount of researchers. The research could be considered as new since the first WoS article was published in 2003. As in real applications variable amplitude fatigue takes place, this analysis is closer to reality than classical analysis assuming constant amplitude fatigue.

Impact fatigue has not attracted many researchers. Although research into this topic has been started in 1983, only 13 WoS publications could be found.

Thermal fatigue has not attracted researchers. Although the first WoS publication on thermal fatigue was in 1995, only 3 articles have been found.

Fatigue durability is a very important topic and has gained lots of attention in the literature. An adhesive joint loses its strength and fatigue resistance when exposed to hostile environmental conditions. Enhancing fatigue durability remains a challenge and techniques that improve fatigue performance for joints exposed to moisture and temperature should be further investigated and developed.

Torsional fatigue in adhesively bonded joints is dated back to 1995, but it has not attracted many researchers as only 5 WoS articles have been published.

Fatigue in hybrid adhesive joints has attracted a considerable amount of researchers. The main aim of the research into fatigue of hybrid joints is to enhance the fatigue performance of joints compared to just mechanical joints. However, the benefit to the fatigue performance of an adhesively bonded joint by additional bolting, riveting, or welding is questionable.

The use of nanoadhesives is a new field of application to adhesively bonded joints and has a potential to enhance their fatigue performance. The first WoS publication related to this topic is dated to 2009 and further research is expected in this direction.
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